
The ongoing paradigm shift from classical centralized wire-
less technologies toward distributed large-scale networks 

such as the Internet of Things has introduced new security chal-
lenges that cannot be fully handled via traditional cryptographic 
means. In emerging wireless environments, devices have limited 
capabilities and are not controlled by a central control center; 
thus, the implementation of computationally expensive cryp-
tographic techniques can be challenging. Motivated by this para-
digm shift, substantial recent research has been investigating the 
use of the physical layer as a means to develop low-complexity 
and effective wireless security mechanisms. Such techniques are 
grouped under the umbrella of physical layer security. These tech-
niques range from information-theoretic security, which exploits 
channel advantages to thwart eavesdropping, to physical layer 
fi ngerprinting techniques that exploit physical layer features for 
device identifi cation. In this context, providing state-of-the-art 
tutorials on the various approaches to physical layer security is 
of considerable interest. This Feature Topic gathers together 
tutorial-style and survey articles that provide an in-depth over-
view of the broad spectrum of security opportunities brought 
forward by physical layer security.

In this second issue of the Feature Topic on wireless physical 
layer security, the fi rst article by Lin et al. investigates the impact 
of channel state information (CSI) on wireless secrecy. In this 
regard, the authors expose how different levels of CSI may affect 
confidentiality in terms of information-theoretic secrecy. Then 
the next article, by Bash et al., studies the use of covert commu-
nication techniques that can counter security threats from adver-
saries that use non-computational methods, such as side-channel 
analysis, to jeopardize wireless transmissions. Various secrecy 
signaling and coding schemes have been designed at the physi-
cal layer of wireless systems to guarantee confi dentiality against 
information leakage to unauthorized receivers, among which the 
strategy based on the idea of node cooperation is promising and 
is discussed in the following three articles. In this regard, the work 
by Jimenez et al. provides a broad overview of this area while 
discussing one case study to quantify the benefi ts of relay resource 
allocation for improving wireless secrecy. Next, Chen et al. focus 
on scenarios in which relays are equipped with multiple anten-
nas. For such settings, the authors discuss how one can exploit 
MIMO techniques to further enhance cooperation and boost the 
secrecy of wireless transmission. The next article provides a signal 
processing approach to the problem of wireless cooperation, and 
focuses on secrecy signal design and optimization techniques to 
increase secrecy performance. The privacy of a wireless user and 
the operation of a wireless network can be threatened by the leak-
age of transmission signatures, even when encryption and authen-
tication services are employed. The Feature Topic concludes with 

an article by Rahbari and Krunz that describes various passive 
(traffi c analysis) and active (jamming) attacks that are facilitated 
by side-channel information. The goal is to highlight the need for 
novel physical-layer security techniques that can be used to com-
plement classical encryption methods.

In a nutshell, given the signifi cant advances in physical layer 
security of the past decade, this Feature Topic provides an 
in-depth exposition of the various challenges faced, and that 
will continue to be faced, in the fi eld of wireless physical layer 
security. We hope that these contributions will initiate future 
research developments in this fi eld and contribute toward intro-
ducing physical layer security schemes in practical scenarios.
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